managed firewall service
minimize security risks and solve business challenges


No capital expense required



All-inclusive, flat-rate monthly billing



24x7 logging, management and maintenance*



Hassle-free service: employs best practices and best-in-class firewall protection



Meet compliance requirements for PCI, HIPAA, GBLA, FISMA and other regulations

Your firewall plays a critical role in preventing harmful traffic from gaining access to your network and the data that
resides on it. But selecting the right solution, logging its operation, and consistently applying best practices to its
management, can be a tedious and resource-intensive job. Outsourcing the management and maintenance of your
ﬁrewalls takes the burden off of your in-house staff, provides the right level of service and security expertise, and
reduces operating expenses over time.
Advanced Network Systems’ Managed Firewall Program is carefully designed to ﬁt the diverse requirements of
today's connected organizations, including small and medium-sized businesses, government agencies, and schools. It
frees you from the resource-intensive work of maintaining your firewall, reduces your organization’s exposure to the
latest exploits and provides the services needed to maintain regulatory compliance.
Make smarter IT decisions by aligning your security program with your budgetary requirements. Start the process
today by contacting us at 800.639.6757 for a no-obligation conversation.

*may require local network resources
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PROGRAM FEATURES


A next-generation firewall appliance, correctly sized for your organization



Expert implementation and custom configuration to meet your specific security needs



An integrated, Unified Threat Management (UTM) security software solution including:



Gateway Antivirus—Scans traffic at the gateway to stop threats before they gain access to your servers.



WebBlocker— Guards your network against risky web content and malicious activity using advanced web
filtering.



SpamBlocker— Highly reliable protection from spam and phishing attempts



Application Control— Allows, blocks, or restricts access to applications based on a user’s department, job
function, and time of day



Intrusion Prevention Service—Examines network behavior to identify and block malicious traffic



Data Loss Prevention— Protects confidential information from being transmitted via email/web/FTP



Network Discovery— Provides total visibility into every device connected to your network.



APT Blocker—Detects and stops advanced malware threats designed to evade traditional security defenses



Threat Detection & Response—Correlates security data with threat intelligence to detect, prioritize and enable
immediate action against malware attacks.



Continual, centralized logging and management of your firewall appliance



Patch management services for all firewall and wireless equipment



Automatic, periodic backups of firewall configuration saved in the cloud



Advance hardware replacement for equipment failures throughout the managed FWaaS period.



Certified engineers that provide remote support, and answers to product and risk-related questions



Cloud-based log storage



Executive-level firewall summary reports
PROGRAM BENEFITS



Get powerful, “real-time” protection against the continually changing and increasingly dangerous cyberthreat
landscape



Hassle-Free service and support: a solution managed 100% for you by our technical team



No upfront CapEx costs for expensive hardware



No annual fees for licensing or warranty support



Flat monthly fees— no hidden costs or surprises



Remedy gaps in your team's security skills



Reduce security administration overhead and use your internal staff for other core business functions



Meet regulatory compliance requirements including log storage
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